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i have a question regarding the unity option for sims 2: university. it says if you use pc visual codec
then it will run flawlessly and that is how i installed my game. however, i now play on a nvidia card

and it wouldnt load up at all. the game would start to load but then it would crash right before
loading into sim town. i tried unity and codec and both failed at the same time. i reverted back to the
original iso and now it still wont work on my computer. i have my custom made neighbourhoods for
my sims yet my sims cannot move from sim town to my neighborhoods, their frozen in place. the
opening it opens up is different than my default opening and it looks like the graphics could have

been modified or something because you cant even see anything when u go into the live game and
press esc. i tried un-installing then re-installing the game, getting rid of my custom neighbourhood

and custom games, sims and maximisers, deleting my custom save, making a new game and trying
to load the game but nothing seems to work at all. the game will run for a few minutes then stop,

crash and the only thing that gets done is that my sims will move in sim town but the world around it
doesnt move and the music wont play. i dont know what to do. ive been looking at this for two days
now. i am having problems with the sims 2: university. it has been working fine for the past 2 weeks.

the other night i had to go home and my sims were in my house. i had lots of children living with
them. when i turned the game back on the next day the game wouldnt start at all. i would press play

and it would minimize and then pop right back up and then it would crash so i checked out the
solutions from my friends posts on this website. i used the software and it said that it fixed

everything. i reinstalled the game and this is what it said:
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Hi I was trying to update my mods from playstation 3 to my xbox one. I uninstalled it and reinstalled
it and went to my game > update my mods. It downloaded some files and when I opened the

first.sims2upd file it gave me the error message: "The file specified could not be found!" Please help!
I have a dell laptop a few years old with Windows 10 and it is running Sims 2 really well. I tried
applying the patches, to no avail, and now whenever I start the game it displays these weird

graphical glitches and the place I choose to start my game does not show up. The game opens and
as soon as it does, the weird graphical glitch shows up and I cannot go on. Hello my name is Ashley

and I wanted to download The Sims 2 - Spa Day to my PSP because my Wii isn't working. My
grandmother had a friend whose family bought the game that had it on a disk on their PC and now I

need to download it on my PSP. I tried installing the game and then it told me that it could not
download the content because I do not have a disc to play the game and if I can't install it, I can't
play it. I know this is an old version of the game and maybe I won't be able to do this but I do not

know what else to do. Can somebody help me please? My sims 2 no longer is able to install and my
internet is not working. It keeps saying downloading and then giving up, unable to download/install. I

have uninstalled and reinstalled the game but no luck. Please help ive been having problems with
my sims 2 university for awhile and i am starting to wonder if it is the computer that is causing the

problem. anyways, i feel like i have tried just about everything and no solution has worked yet.
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